17-11-2018

Internship

PR/Marketing/Sales
www.supersola.nl

Supersola: Plug into the sun

With supersola anyone can have solar
energy within 15 minutes. We are a startup in Plug & Play solar panels. Just
place the Supersola on your flat roof,
unfold, fill the ballast tanks with water
and plug the cord into any regular
socket. It is that easy!
In the first semester of 2019 we are about to start selling and delivering our new
version of the Supersola. This is an enhancement of the previous version we sold last
year. With the new model we are ready for mass production. This means we need to
get the news out there about how easy it is to generate your own solar energy with
Supersola. And for that exact job we need your help.
We need an intern that has feeling for setting up, track and improve marketing
campaigns. Online or offline, both are possible. Together with our online marketer
you will determine target groups and how to reach them. And you will execute the
campaigns and create some of the materials needed in the campaigns. You will be in
control of our customer inbox, so you know first-hand what our customers want.
Since we are a small company, you will have much influence on the outcome of the
campaigns and your input really matters.
What we look for
- Proactive, self-motivated
- Hands on approach
- Good writing skills in Dutch and English
- Good writing skills in French is a plus
- Experience with graphical design is a plus
- Experience with social media channels is a plus
What we offer
A workspace in our cosy office situated in Yes Delft, or work at home if you want.
Take part in events and trainings of Yes Delft. Rumination of €250, - per month.
Duration is open for discussion. And you can start right away.
So do you want to make it easier for people to generate their own energy and help
make the world a more sustainable place. Then contact us now!
Contact: Tom White - intern@supersola.nl – 06 51 529 044

